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Erin: Welcome to the Your Village podcast, parenting beyond discipline. Your Village is 
the most comprehensive site for evidence-based parenting classes available on-
demand. Our classes give parents the foundation, steps and tools for creating strong, 
healthy relationships with their children, resulting in responsible, cooperative, happy 
and successful children and families! My goal is to help parents support their children in 
finding and reaching their own unique potential. The podcast is a place to learn about 
all things parenting and get your questions answered! I’m Your Village founder and 
your host, Erin Royer. 

This week both questions about bossiness and basically strong willed toddlers. But 
before I get to those, there’s a topic that I feel really needs to be addressed and that is 
talking to our children about race. I do talk to our children about race, ethnicity, culture, 
social biases, racism, etc, but I’m not an authority by any means. I had some great 
classes in graduate school learning about how race, culture and many other aspects of 
who we are affect our experiences because as a therapist we need to be able to have 
as much understanding of our patients experiences as possible. There’s no way to really 
know or deeply understand it without living it, of course. But outside of that, I do not 
the deep level of knowledge or understanding. I think I do a pretty good job but I also 
think I could do better. So I’m trying to find someone to come onto the show to help 
me with this topic. So I don’t know if I’’ be able to make that happen by next week. But 
doing my best to find a good fit to join me and have a good conversation and 
enlighten me and all of you about how to talk about, help our children understand and 
answer questions based on a child’s age. I want to make sure I do so from as educated, 
sensitive and research based standpoint as possible. 

So I hope to have that available for next week. 

For the first question this week from Jessica, “My daughter is a year and half, and she 
already shows attributes of bossiness and attitude and I would like to use positive 
effectiveness to handle it, but with her being so young and limited vocabulary I’m not 
sure how to approach it. She also has meltdowns when she doesn’t get her way and 
hits when she gets angry, which I use the term that gentle touches need to be used, 
and it has worked, but we’re still working on it. And her daycare has brought to my 
attention that she doesn’t share often, but she is an only child.” 

Toddlers can have a lot of attitude! I’ll talk about that part first, then the tantrums, 
hitting and sharing. That’s a lot of topics so I’ll only be able to graze the surface on 



each but enough to build a deeper understanding and a few places to start. So when it 
comes to dealing with attitude, it’s really about coaching, even at these really young 
ages. We set boundaries around what behavior is acceptable and what is not. It’s ok 
and actually good for toddlers to have their own ideas about what they want. This is 
their push for independence, their realizing that they are separate with separate wants 
and needs and learning how to set their boundaries and articulate to the world, what 
they want. We want our children to be able to do this. But we also want them to know 
how to do so respectfully. This is what we need to work with them, teaching them tone 
of voice, and also setting some boundaries around what they can and cannot expect as 
well as asking once and then taking no for an answer. So for instance, I remember when 
my oldest son used to try to give me choices. He was so used to getting choices, I 
guess he thought that it was ok to give me choices! I can’t remember any now but for 
instance something like, “you can give me the red lollipop or the blue lollipop 
momma!” I had to tell him, “No, I don’t have to give any lollipops. Moms give kids 
choices. Kids don't give mom’s choices. But nice try!” We only had this exchange a 
couple times and he learned! When kids or toddlers are using a disrespectful tone, you 
want to correct them. If you would like an answer from me, I need you to talk to me 
with a respectful tone, like this, “May I please have truck from the shelf?” Then have 
them repeat it. Then give positive feedback for the change of tone. “Thank you for 
asking me in such a nice way. That was very respectful!” Then give the answer that you 
would give. You already gave positive feedback for the tone so if the truck is broken 
and needs fixed or it’s dinnertime and a cookie is not an option, it doesn’t mean you 
have to give in just because your child now asked nicely. “I’m sorry honey the truck is 
still broken. We will get that fixed tomorrow so that you can play with it then.” 

The meltdowns over not getting their own way is usually a manipulative tantrum. But 
not always. Manipulative or not, it doesn’t mean giving in. If it’s a true tantrum it means 
they are truly beside themselves and cannot calm down. At this age for either type of 
tantrum, you offer empathy for their feelings without giving in. “I understand you want 
to run into the street after the ball. But it’s dangerous. Your dad or I will go get the ball 
in a minute once it’s safe.” “I understand you are very sad we can’t go to the park right 
now. But grandma is on her way to visit.” Allow her to have her feelings without 
rescuing or giving in. Give her time to work through it. If it’s a true tantrum, offer to be 
there for her to help her calm down. If it’s a manipulative tantrum, after the original 
empathy, you can just ignore it. You want to teach that any kind of outburst for not 
getting our own way is not acceptable. The class on tantrums goes into a lot more 
details on both of these, especially the true tantrums, the ones where they just cannot 
get calmed down, why they happen and ways to help toddlers build their brain 
development and emotion skills so that they can learn to share these big emotions 
more effectively without meltdowns.  



As far as the sharing, this is a skill that takes a good foundation of social and 
emotionally skills that children don’t begin to develop until around age 3 to 3 1/2. They 
are in a very different developmental stage at a year and half. This is the stage of the 
development of self so the concept of sharing is just way over their heads. I wish all 
people who worked with young children understood more about child development so 
they aren’t expecting kids to exhibit certain behaviors they just aren’t ready for. Will 
some toddler share? Sure they will but these are usually the more easy going kids who 
just don’t care or get as deeply focused on a toy. It’s not necessarily because they are 
better at sharing or are understanding the concept any better than another toddler. So 
hopefully your daycare will be receptive to this information. In the classes Your 
Developing Infant, Toddler and Preschooler I talk about where children are at each 
stage of development in all these areas, physical, cognitive, language, social-emotional 
and how to support their development in each of these areas as well as any red flags 
by age that would indicate your child is falling behind. So if you want more information 
on this or tantrums, go to YourVillageOnline.com go to the toddler page to see 
samples of these and other classes specifically for parents of toddlers and to sign up. I 
did get a questions this week about if you get access to the classes for all ages and the 
answer is yes. I only divided the pages up so that parents can see exactly classes 
specifically for that age group all in one place.  

"Hi Erin. Thank you for your encouraging podcasts.I listen to them when i work out and 
its been such a huge help. You help me look at our children in new ways. I have a 3 
year old and a 4 month old. I've been feeling very defeated lately because even before 
the baby was born, my older one (Zara) has been an alpha, and battling us. Now that 
she is 3 and the baby has come into the picture its become worse. I've been listening 
to your courses on power struggles and toddler misbehavior and trying to instill/model 
that. One thing that I don't know how to handle is especially in the house, she asks me 
to hold my hand everywhere or asks for help in every little thing that I know she can do. 
I've told her, I would love to help you but I know you are able to do this on your own, 
and encourage her when she does. But it just continues. And then she just starts 
screaming (and waking our baby because we have a small house) She constantly asks 
for help in a whining voice and has power struggles, which we try to deflate with your 
advice. We are feeling very defeated and just feel like using spankings or time outs, but 
I want to persevere using your methods because i know our daughter is very alpha. We 
want to show love and patience, but it's sooo hard lately. Please help us with new ways. 
I feel like almost every interaction I try to look at as positive but is a constant let down, 
and I just brace myself because it's a power struggle all the time. 
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That’s very helpful, thank you! I meant to ask you..in addition to asking me to hold her 
hand every where in the house (outside of the house she is great), she asks for help 
with everything she is able to do like eating, pulling down pants for potty, etc. I’ve 
been giving choices and encouraging when she does the right behavior, for example, 
‘you fed yourself, that is so independent’ but do you have any suggestions I could do 
differently? She seems to continue this needy behavior. Ps. My husband and I are 
planning on listening to Siblings without Rivalry, tonight, great suggestion!" 

Hi Reya. So I’m going to give you some good tips to get this turned around but also 
recommend a class or two in particular. 

So here’s what I see happening, I think Zara is feeling insecure with the arrival of the 
baby. She wants to make sure she is still important to you and so she’s seeking 
attention in negative ways. Even with the working on fixing those negative behaviors, 
so far it’s not addressing her underlying need to feel needed. Don’t feel bad about 
that! Kids can be pretty needy and every kid is different. She just happens to need 
extra reassurance. Once she feels that, her behavior will shift. So what I want you to 
focus on (keep working on the negative behaviors too, as you want to set boundaries 
about unacceptable behaviors but also understand what her underlying need is, what 
she’s really trying to communicate and that is, “I need love right now.”) So work on lots 
of positive reinforcements for her when she does behave well, whether it is helpful, 
kind, mature. (See the class on self-esteem or on focus on the positive about exactly 
how to do this) Focus on opportunities to help her feel wanted, needed and loved. 
“Can you help me with moving the laundry over? You are so big now that you can do 
so many helpful things! How about if I hand it to you while you put it into the dryer?” 
Then give positive feedback for the help.  Spend some time with her one on one, it can 
be small, reading a book, playing a game she likes, playing with toys she likes. That bit 
of personal attention goes a long way, “What are you doing with your stuffed animals? 
Can I help? What can I do?”  

Here are the Recommended Classes: 
Siblings without Rivalry (it won’t all apply yet but a lot of it will), Misbehaviors & 
Solutions, Focus on the Positive. 

If you can (meaning you aren’t carrying a pile of dishes from the table or something!) I 
would go ahead and do it. It’s her way of looking for connection and that connection 
will go a long way in curbing the other negative behaviors to get attention. If it’s a 
moment when you can spare a few minutes, you can even ask her if she’d like to 
cuddle for a few minutes or read a book or some other activity. Or if you are busy, hold 
her hand and let her know, “I’m on my way to the kitchen to work on some dishes. 



Would you like to come with me and visit with me while I do them? I’d love your 
company!” This will do so much for helping her feel secure and you will find her 
becoming more independent in no time. :) 

I would continue giving positive feedback when she is independent like you have been. 
Then also encourage her to do things on her own you know she can do, “I know you 
can pull your own pants down for potty. It’s very helpful when you do because it gives 
me more time do what I need to now so I can have more time to do fun things with you 
later!” Hopefully she goes with it. Depending on how hard she pushes back, you can 
decide if it’s something you want her to do on her own and set that boundary hard or 
you want to help her out as you work on her feeling more secure, knowing it’s a phase. 
The other option is to setup a positive consequence, "once you finish going potty all 
on your own, we can have a few minutes to read together." It’s not bribe but it’s done 
in a way that the time she uses to be independent will free up some time to do 
something (small) together, sit down for a snack, (real or pretend) 5 minutes reading, 
snuggling, looking at pictures together, something like that.  

But I also think just giving her that reassurance of holding hands, spending those little 
moments together when you can will greatly increase her feelings of security and a lot 
of this behavior will fall away quickly. 

As you begin to head out into the world a bit more, please stay safe and healthy and as 
always, if you have a parenting question you’d like answered, send an email to 
Podcast@YourVillageOnline.com. 

Thanks for listening and see you next week!


